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How to Really Study the BibleTired of reading a passage of scripture and finding that youâ€™ve

forgotten what you just read?Looking for a way to increase your attention and understanding during

Bible study?Looking for an enjoyable way to study the Bible by yourself or with friends and

family?Youâ€™re just seconds away from deeper engagement with the New Testament

scriptures...Study the Bible by Taking Bible Quizzes After Every ChapterIf you're like most people,

you pay better attention and get more out of what you study when you know that you're going to

take a quiz on it.This is why BibleEye Bible trivia quiz questions and answers are great study tools

to engage with the New Testament text.Here's How it Works:Read a chapter of the Bible (KJV),

then answer study quiz questions (followed on the very next page with the answers) on what you've

just read...â€œAfter I read one chapter and made it to the questions, I realized that I had just been

looking at the words. It took another time through the book for me to pay attention so that I could

answer the quiz.â€• - From the ChristianDroid.Com reviewTHEN, a day or two after you study a

passage of New Testament scripture, revisit the questions and answers to see how well you

retained what you read.Still Not Sure?Read more of what ChristianDroid.Com has to say in their

review of one of our BibleEye Bible trivia quiz books:â€œThese questions are all fact based and

make one realize that many times we are just reading words and not fully understanding what we

are reading. In fact, after I read one chapter and made it to the questions, I realized that I had just

been looking at the words. It took another time through the book for me to pay attention so that I

could answer the quiz...The questions are based solely on the content of the Scripture and do not

contain any theological questions making this book useful for all denominations...I remember...when

I attended school, I always paid a little more attention when I knew that there was going to be a pop

quiz. This eBook gives me the same feeling. I need to pay attention because there is a 10 question

pop quiz at the end of the chapter...These eBooks are a great way to immerse yourself into the New

Testament in a way that you have never done before...I am looking forward to checking out the

other 26 New Testament books and trying some of the quizzes out on my family. They like stumping

Dad with their Bible quizzes but I might just have the upper hand now. Â We often use Bible quizzes

to pass the time when traveling together, so these books will come in real handy on our next family

vacation.â€•This book provides the entire KJV Bible text of The Letter to the Hebrews, and each

chapter is followed by Bible trivia quiz questions and answers.BibleEye Bible Trivia Quizzes: How

Do You Know if You Know the Bible Unless You Test Yourself?
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The KJV is always a challenge, especially with each chapter followed by a Tricky (FUN!) Quiz! You'll

quickly learn to pay attention to minute details in each chapter and then answer the chapter quiz

questions based ONLY on the material in that chapter of Hebrews (Hint: NOT on key messages

from other parts of the Bible). Good thing that only God will know your true score! :) This format

really helps you to pay attention to details and often assists in "decoding" some difficult language in

the KJV. As mentioned in the Forward, the quiz answers are based on the author's viewpoint - - you

don't lose "points" if you happen to have a difference of opinion (I only had 1.... other than the "None

of the Above" answers which really blew my score!). Fun!

I was looking for a Bible study that was not just fluff. This was different than other study tools. I like

the way it helps you focus on what you are actually reading. Simple, but challenging as well. The

only downside is that it is KJV. I get the copyright restrictions, but there are other good public



domain Bibles, such as the WEB Bible or the NET. Both are much easier to read for the modern

student. And, for the sake of this review, I am a college educated person with a background in

journalism and teaching. I would recommend this book for individual or group study.

Though very easy to use and even child like in presentation,this book can help one memorize

portions of scripture and learn basic knowledge of the text.

I love it,I'm glad I bought it.
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